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Although every artist is influenced by other
artists, each prides himself on someday achieving
a unique style, a trade-mark of his creativity.
My art has been influenced significantly by two
artists, Peter Milton, a Pennsylvania-born
printmaker, and Jame Christensen, a
California artist. Though still in its formative
stages my own style is converging toward a
point, a point which encompases images and
symbolic figures of the Victorian era (a period
dominant in the history of our Church). The
combining of my art with the synthesis of those
images which I find though-provoking and
Admirable have produced a spiritual dimen-
sion which I have only recently realized.

I find myself thoroughtly involved in each print,
drawing or painting -- its conception, symboliza-
tion, execution and underlying metaphysical
message. I have especially noticed this in my
more recent work, such as "New York: Rock
Island halo Boy."



I believe a work of art must be a total
experience. In other words, it must have a
profound message to stimulate deeper more
involved though. Without something to say
an artist is exercising his creativity in
vain. For me, art is many things, but fore-
most it is a way of expressing joy of Diety
and of the experiences of creating.

Baseline (drawing) -- a late well worn
Victorian house conveniently torn down to
accommodate a public park. It retained
a mysterious quality to the end.



My ability to create visual images for myself and
others has always been of great importance to me.
The more involved I become in my art, the more I
recognize the spiritual and emotional aspects
involved in its process. As a visual symbolization
of my inner beliefs, my art has become a testimony
expressed on paper.

T he car and the can (drawing). A comment on

the things people keep and the things they throw
away -- a statement on quality.



Antiques -- a statement on the ramifications
of progress and the gate of "growing old." Done
prior to "Baseline" with the same feelings in
mind.



Heritage No. 2 -- stirred by the repercussions
of the Heritage Art Festival, my goal was to
depict a very small crowd of individuals, and
their immediate attitudes.



The Poet: A Tribute (etching) In 1972 I
became close friends with the poet, Clifton
Holt Jolley. This piece is dedicated to him and
the modern day poet in general.



Heritage -- graphic interpretation of the
poem "Heritage) by Clifton Holt Jolley.
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The Clothiers Wall (etching) An attempt to suggest
in symbolic form, the trials which Christ was
called on to bear.



New York: Rock Island Halo Boy (etching)
contains analogies to Christ's betrayal,
crucifixion and resurrection.
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